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Karien Ferreira was inspired to create this 
elegant check fabric design

Check mate!

Karien 
Ferreira is a 
Calgel nail 
technician.

It is recommended to use this style on one or two nails only, as accent 
nails. To replicate this design, you will need sheer white, light grey or 
sheer grey, maroon-red, solid black and a glitter colour.

Other nails 
I used the Calgel Plus art glitter mix (CG A01GD) applied over 
two cured coats of grey (Calgel Plus CG S07GY). One nail was 
finished in a French style and the other with an ombre effect. 
The last nail was finished with two coats of only the art glitter 
mix. These nails can be completed with Calgel non-wipe top 
gel for a glossy finish.
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Apply one layer of Calgel natural 
gel as a base and cure; then 
apply two layers of Calgel Plus 
sheer white (CG S02WH) and 
cure in between each layer. Draw 
wide lines with a nail art brush, 
using Calgel Plus sheer grey (CG 
S07GY). To straighten out uneven 
lines, use a flat gel brush to clean 
up the edges if needed. Cure.

For the last colour line, use Calgel 
Plus solid black (CG M01BK), 
employing the same method as 
Step 2. However, this time use 
Calgel liner brush for super fine 
lines. Overlap the red and grey 
lines. Cure.

Now draw red lines with Calgel 
Plus deep red (CG M03RE) slightly 
less wide than the grey lines 
(repeat method in Step 2). Overlap 
the grey lines. Cure.

Mix the highly pigmented Calgel 
Plus gold art glitter (CG A01GD) 
with Calgel mixing gel (CG 
01MIX). The mixing ratio is 1:1. 
Apply thin lines using the Calgel 
art liner brush as your final lines, 
overlapping all the colour lines you 
have painted. Cure.

Apply Calgel Matte top gel and cure.


